Degradation is an inevitable course of any manufacturing tool, machine or system. The degradation of the health state of manufacturing tools results in some sort of an ineludible maintenance action which could be both costly and happening in a critical production time. In most manufacturing systems, a fleet of identical machines are assigned different tasks towards satisfying requirements within the production process. We introduce a degradation-based resource allocation policy to optimally utilize a fleet of identical machines. The policy, denoted as Degradation Based Swapping Optimization (DBSO), incorporates the optimal implementation of swapping scheduled tasks and scheduling maintenance actions throughout a finite time horizon to minimize projected maintenance costs and/or utilize the manufacturing productivity towards prespecified logistics objectives. A mathematical model for the policy is provided and this model is optimized using elitist genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm where numerical results have been introduced. The proposed policy succeeds in establishing substantial savings in the simulated example which amount to 43% of the estimated maintenance costs in comparison to the scenario where fixed scheduling is applied.
INTRODUCTION
With usage and age, degradation is an inevitable course of any manufacturing tool, machine or system. The degradation of the health state of manufacturing tools results in some sort of ineludible maintenance actions which are most likely to be in the shape of reforming or replacing the key tool in the machine. In most manufacturing systems, there are several machines available that are capable of performing the same processes required as part of the production process. On the other hand, the identical machines can be used to perform different processes or produce different products. We will, for the rest of the paper, denote a group of identical machines performing similar or different tasks in a manufacturing system as a fleet.
The degradation in the health state of the key tool in these machines can be correlated to the task assigned or product produced. Therefore, the scheduling and assignment of these tasks for these machines will directly affect the anticipated maintenance actions. The number of machines within a fleet dedicated to perform certain task, or produce certain product is solely dependent on the demand. However, the specific machines within a fleet chosen to perform the certain task, is a choice of the scheduling authority in the production plant as long as the demand is satisfied. Therefore, the scheduling can be "tailored" towards specific production and maintenance outcome, and the control over this can be established. This control can be of great significance for plans with finite time horizons. For example, the scheduling can be chosen to prevent any maintenance actions in specific times in the plan horizon (e.g. critical production times, busy times, etc.), or force the maintenance action to be taken at specific times and/or specific capabilities (e.g. maintenance crew is available in certain days, maintenance crew capability is limited, etc.). If the scheduling indicated above is capable of optimally utilizing the key tools of the machines within a fleet in the optimum feasible way, meanwhile satisfying the conditions stated above, the scheduling can become an optimum policy for production and savings or profits can be achieved optimally.
For further clarification, an example is shown in Figure 1 , where five identical machines have the capability of producing any of the three products A, B, and C. The number of machines assigned to produce a specific product is solely dependent on the demand, and cannot be changed. However, the choice of assigning a specific machine to a specific product can be established as long as the demand is satisfied. In this example, at a specific instant, two machines, another two machines and 
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one machine is assigned to products A, B, C; respectively. The solid, dashed and dotted arrows represent for example the assigned tasks/products for each machine at 3 consecutive hours. On the bottom side of Figure 1 , the degradation in the health state of the key tool (blade) in the turning machines for each product is shown. The red horizontal line represents, for example, the threshold in the health state at which the key tool requires a prescribed maintenance action (e.g. replacement). The "tailoring" of an optimized scheduling of the assigned tasks/products satisfying all sorts of constraints above and minimizing the operation cost per finite horizon plan will be the focus of this research paper. The research work in this paper, will attempt to achieve optimum scheduling of tasks/products for a fleet of identical machines, towards optimum utilization of the key manufacturing tools benefitting from the assessment of the degradation of these tools health states. To achieve this, a uniquely formulated policy, designated as Degradation-based Swapping Optimization (DBSO) policy, is proposed in this paper.
In most situations, scheduling in manufacturing systems is running independent of the understanding of the key tools health state. The tasks are assigned to the fleet either in a fixed manner; promoted by dedicated manufacturing scheduling; or randomly assigned. However, swapping assignments/products among the fleet can achieve a reduced and/or controlled maintenance actions as key tools' remaining useful life is better utilized. This swapping policy relies on the prediction of the different degradation rates which is attributed mainly to the loading and usage conditions (products). The prediction of such degradation level introduces a potential to conduct swapping actions of these products among the key tools, enabling the control of the end of life for these key tools. One direct impact is in the form of providing significant savings in projected maintenance costs for finite time horizon plans, when such policy is applied. Additionally, this policy provides the ability of incorporation between maintenance actions with the company's daily operations (incorporation of logistics with maintenance). The research in this paper includes the development of the model to describe the policy in its general form and the investigation of suitable approaches to achieve the optimum solution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will review relevant research work. Section 3 will focus on modeling the policy in a comprehensive mathematical model which accounts for all the decision variables necessary to apply the policy. The application of several optimization techniques in addition to comparison of results with other policies will be the focus of Section 4. 
NOMENCLATURE

LITERATURE REVIEW
In the last decades, maintenance scheduling has received significant focus in literature as the paradigm of maintenance has been shifting from the age-dependent preventive maintenance (PM) policy ( [1] , [2] , & [3] ) to condition-based maintenance policy ( [4] , [5] , and [6] ). In most of these research efforts, production scheduling has not been the focus and is assumed to be decided independently from the maintenance anticipated actions. Yang et al. [7] proposed a new method for scheduling of maintenance operations in a manufacturing system using the continuous assessment and prediction of the level of performance degradation of manufacturing equipment, as well as the complex interaction between the production process and maintenance operations. The cost effects of different maintenance schedules were assessed and an optimum maintenance scheduling has been chosen utilizing Genetic Algorithm (GA).
The proposed problem uniqueness arises from the fact that it is intended to "tailor" the production towards some maintenance outcome and deals with fleets of identical machines working on similar or different assignments or products. The proposed problem can be categorized under the planning and scheduling optimization in general. The generated output could be in the form of a schedule of different placements or assignments of different tasks or products for the machines in the fleet. In fact, the DBSO model is expected to partially share the form of one of the most famous scheduling problems which are known as the fleet assignment problem in transportation science. Given a flight schedule and a set of aircraft of different types, the airline fleet assignment problem is to determine which type of aircraft should fly each flight segment on the airline's daily (or weekly) schedule [8] . The similarity between these two problems mainly arises in the placement decision variable; chosen to be binary in many cases; this variable holds the key to optimize the objective function. In the fleet assignment problem, there are several factors considered in assigning a fleet to a flight leg. These factors include passenger demand, revenue, seating capacity, fuel costs, crew size, availability of maintenance at arrival and departure stations, gate availability, and aircraft noise. However, there are several important differences between the two problems such as the maintenance reset variables needed for DBSO to function properly. The substitution variables interaction with the placement variables and their major contribution in the objective function uniquely characterizes DBSO.
The fleet assignment problem has been studied by numerous researchers. Hane et al. [9] showed that the daily scheduling of the fleet assignment problem formulation impose large number of integer variables and severely degenerate model which leads to poor performance of standard linear programming techniques. Methods used in this paper to address this problem include an interior-point algorithm, dual steepest edge simplex, cost perturbation, model aggregation, branching on set-partitioning constraints, and prioritizing the order of branching. Talluri [10] focused on developing a model and an algorithm for swapping applications in a daily airline fleet assignment. Given a daily fleet assignment, he considered the problem of changing the assignment of a specified flight leg to a different equipment type while still satisfying all the constraints.
Planning and scheduling problems generally incorporate discrete/continuous optimization problems. The mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP), under which DBSO problem falls inherently require special treatment as complexities arise due to nonlinearity and integer choices. The most common MINLPs countered in planning are 0-1 integer nonlinear programming (ZOINLP) problems where no continuous variables exist and all the decision variables are binary (zero or one).
With some modifications, branch and bound (B&B) has the ability to solve some MINLP ( [11] , [12] , and [13] ). The modifications are mainly related to solving Non Linear Program (NLP) sub-problems at each node rather than Linear Program (LP) ones. There are different algorithms for solving MINLP found in literature such as Generalized Benders Decomposition (GBD) ( [14] , [15] ), and Outer-Approximation (OA) ( [16] , [17] ). These are iterative methods that solve a sequence of alternate NLP sub-problems with all the zero-one variables fixed, and Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) master problems that predict lower bounds and new values for the zero-one variables [18] . Quesada and Grossmann [19] developed an LP/NLP based branch and bound that integrates both subproblems within one tree search. The Extended Cutting Plane Method (ECP) by Westerlund and Pettersson [20] is not involved with the solution of the NLP sub-problems, and rather uses successive linearizations. All these methods assume convexity to guarantee convergence to the global optimum [18] . Literature also provides some non-rigorous methods for handling non-convexities such as the equality relaxation algorithm by Kocis and Grossmann [21] and the augmented penalty version of it by Viswanathan and Grossmann [22] .
Recently, stochastic methods have gained popularity over most conventional calculus-based search algorithms. This increased popularity is attributed to the successful implementation of these algorithms to solve various optimization problems which contains variables with discrete choices such as integer, binary, discrete set, etc. Among these methods, genetic algorithms (GAs) and simulated annealing (SA) have been widely studied.
GAs were originally developed by Holland [23] based on the Darwinian theory of biological evolution [24] . Hwang and He [25] summarize GA's advantages over some conventional calculus-based search algorithms. First, GA imposes no limitation (such as continuity and differentiability) on the search space of the optimization problem. Secondly, a GA searches for the optimum solutions by parallel processing a population of solutions rather than just a single solution. Thirdly, a GA is based on natural selection criteria rather than deterministic rules and its search procedure is based predominantly on genetic operations. Finally, the GA search process has no need for any mathematical knowledge other than the fitness value of each potential solution. For the reasons described above, GA-based methods have better chance in obtaining optimum (or near-optimum) solutions than calculusbased algorithms.
Simulated annealing (SA), which is based on the physical process of annealing [26] is another widely applied stochastic method. When implemented successfully, SA shows good hillclimbing ability as it converges towards the optimal solution. Hence SA is considered one of the powerful tools for solving complicated problems such as combinational optimization problems. Because of the random nature of the search process used to identify the optimal solution, the convergence speed of SA is very slow [27] . However the merits of such algorithm are well acknowledged, which motivated the inclusion of this algorithm in many hybrid GA algorithms as in [25] & [28] .
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF DBSO POLICY
The key to apply the DBSO policy is a concise and representative model which accounts for swapping actions in the assigned tasks and maintenance reset actions. The objective of the model is optimal scheduling of tasks over a finite plan horizon. Hence, the model's objective function could be chosen to be of the form of minimizing total maintenance plan projected costs.
Typical constraints are formulated to account for demand (number of machines assigned to a specific task/product), degradation tracking (swapping assigned tasks and maintenance action effects, threshold, etc.) and other availability constraints such as maintenance crew availability, production requirements, etc. The model includes two types of decision variables: placement variables and reset variables.
Placement Decision Variables
The model is formulated to follow the scheduling of tasks in terms of location and time. The location here refers to the machine for which the task is assigned for, and for which predicted degradation rate of the health state is assumed to be known. The variable is studied at predefined constant discrete intervals of time (Δ), which are chosen upon the desire and capability of the production facility. This interval should be inspired by the cycle time of the machines in the fleet. For simplicity, the cycle time is assumed to be constant for all tasks/products. That is at time t, Δ should be selected adequately to allow the optimizer the choice to apply a swapping action in the scheduled tasks at the discrete time point, which means, the machines should have finished with the previous task and be ready to start the new one [see Figure  2 ]. Though predefined in the model, Δ clearly sets some control on the potential of swapping actions to be conducted. 
For example, if 1 ∆ = hour, and 31 (7) 1 X = means that task or product 1 has been assigned to machine number 3 in the fleet at the 7th hour from the starting of the production schedule. There are several constraints which are related directly to the placement decision variable. Some of these constraints arise from physical sense, others from demands and capabilities. The first constraint relates to the physical sense that a specific machine can be only assigned one task/product for a specific interval. Additionally, demand drives the number of machines assigned to a specific task/product per interval. In formulation, these two constraints; respectively; translate to:
where j d is the number of machines assigned for j th task/product determined by the demand. The placement variable is the indicator if a task swapping action has taken place or not. This can be formulated through:
if the th machine has undergone 1 ( ) ( 1) th task/product swap at time 0 otherwise
The total number of swapping actions which take place at time k can be given by:
This enables us to formulate the constraints related to the company's preferential rules for swapping (logistics), such as the minimum span between swapping actions for the same machine, and maximum number of swapping actions per interval. For the first one, we suppose Δ is equal to 1 hour for start, and a minimum of 3 hours of enforced span between subsequent task swapping actions for the same machine, then it translates to: 
This constraint can be represented as:
Or shortly:
In the general form, the constraint can be represented as (for a minimum span of HΔ between swapping actions for the same machine):
Maximum number ( α ) of swapping actions per interval can be easily modeled as:
This concludes model derivation with respect to placement variable.
Reset Decision Variables
To complete the derivation of the overall maintenance cost function, we need to evaluate the maintenance (reset) action cost. We include a reset decision variable, ik Z to represent any maintenance action that resets the machines key tool life. The reset variable has only two indices as it relates only to the machine being maintained ( )
and the time at which maintenance action takes place. if the th macine is subject to a maintenace 1 ( ) at the begining of epoch 0 no maintenance action
The decision whether to initiate a maintenance action or not, is merely dependent on the health state of the key tool in the machine. This indicates the need to track the machine's key tool health state degradation throughout its schedule of tasks/products. In modeling DBSO with deterministic states, we assume the degradable health states are predictable. The prediction is dependent on both the initial health state and the task/product selected for the machine. The initial health state here refers to the machine's key tool health state at the beginning of the current interval.
Per discussion above, the policy effectiveness; theoretically; increases when the discretization interval Δ is chosen to be as small as possible, which allows the optimizer more chances to introduce task swapping actions. However, Δ is always bound below by the cycle time of the machine as indicated previously to prevent mid-product swapping. Despite this, Δ can be assumed to be small enough for the degradation rate of the machines key tools health states to be assumed linear for simplicity. To track the degradation of the machines key tools health state, we define an accumulative degradation dependent quantity ( ) i y k . The accumulative degradation is a monotonically increasing dependent variable which is calculated in the model based on the decision variables (placement and reset variables). Based on the assumption of linear degradation the accumulative degradation can be found by:
where j r is the degradation rate when the machine is assigned to j th task/product profile.
We should note here that the accumulative degradation will be defined at (k=0) as an initialization for the model. Although Equation (11) accounts for the update of the accumulative degradation, the Equation (11) fails to reflect the maintenance actions as resets. That is when a maintenance action takes place, the machine key tool health state is assumed to be reset to new, and the accumulative degradation should be set to zero. The correction to the previous equation is:
where the first term (before the summation sign) is responsible for resetting the accumulative degradation to 0 if reset action occurs, and the second term is responsible for calculating the accumulative degradation due to machine assignment in that interval if the rest has taken place. Equation (12) can be reduced to:
Additional constraints arise from the bounds on the accumulative degradation variable:
where β is the threshold at which maintenance becomes inevitable.
The initialization of the accumulative degradation reflects the health state at (k=0). If the machines key tools are assumed to be new or just maintained, then:
With this special timing for the accumulative degradation, the expected output of the model will have one additional column in the accumulative array when compared to ( ) i Z k .
Objective Functions
There are several objectives that could be used towards an optimum policy. The policy can aim for minimized maintenance costs, maximized utilization, or a combination of both. One direct and simplified objective that can be chosen is to minimize the projected maintenance costs over a finite plan horizon. With the satisfaction of the constraints described above, the minimization of the projected costs which are attributed to the maintenance actions and the potential of loss due to task swapping (change over cost) can achieve an optimum scheduling policy. Based on the discussion previously, the cost can be found by:
where 1 ( ) c k is time dependent swapping coefficient includes penalties and potential of loss due to swapping, and 2 ( ) c k is time dependent reset coefficient which reflects the cost associated with the maintenance action. We choose to leave both cost coefficients as time dependent to increase the flexibility of the model.
Model Summary
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DBSO OPTIMIZATION
The mathematical model of DBSO policy with deterministic states has been introduced in Section 2. This section is dedicated to the solution of the DBSO policy model. We report numerical results of the application of different algorithms on the DBSO model formulated.
The problem parameters are available in Table 1 . The cost coefficients and degradation rates are inspired by real applications and based on expertise. However, for the sample problem to be presentable (concise schedules) and comprehensible (swapping and reset action are easily seen), the maintenance plan horizon is shortened. Therefore, the degradation rates have been modified (specifically increased) to reflect shorter chosen plan horizon for the numerical case study. The modification in the coefficients is intended to simulate the real scenario where longer horizons are chosen, thus substitutions become inevitable. Both Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA) have been implemented. For their stochastic nature, each algorithm is run several times in order to enhance the general understanding of the performance of the algorithm on the DBSO model. 
Threshold for the accumulative degradation at which maintenance takes place β 0.2
GA Results
The applied GA has a built-in elitist strategy, where the highest-ranking solution of all the solutions produced by the previous generations is copied directly into the next generation. Applying this helps in retaining most important genes within the population pool, and the best objective value in each generation is assured not to increase throughout all the iterations. Figure 3 shows a convergence for one of the runs. Elapsed time for each run was about 19 minutes. 
The results above can be summarized in the following Schedule of Tasks Table 2 : At the end of 1st hour, the optimizer swaps machines 4 and 5 tasks (4↔5), and then at the end of 2nd hour it swaps machines 3 and 4 tasks (3↔4), in addition to performing maintenance on machine 3 prior to that. At the end of 3rd hour the optimizer swaps the tasks for machines 1, 2, 4, and 5. Machine 1 assumes the task of machine 4 (1→4), machine 4 assumes the task of machine 2 (4→2), machine 2 assumes the task of machine 5 (2→5), and finally machine 5 assumes the task of machine 1 (5→1). Maintenance for machine 4 takes place as well at the beginning of that hour.
It is clear how the model is able to capture all the intended swapping actions to minimize the number of reset actions (maintenance). In fact, when compared with no swapping policy (direct policy) which results in 464 estimated costs, the DBSO policy model savings in this run amount to 43.1% of the projected costs. A summary of several GA runs is shown in Figure 4 .
It can be clearly seen that the results tend to cluster in four horizontal ranges. The most interesting one is what we denote as the "sweet area range", as savings of approximately 41% are achieved with an occurrence percentage of 33%. 
SA Results
The SA was implemented successfully to the DBSO policy model for the special problem described above. The neighborhood function which generates the new solution is chosen to be of random nature. Specifically, the function takes the vector x which represents both placement and reset decision variables and randomly chooses a location. Then if the numerical value assigned at that location is zero, the value is changed to one, and vice versa. The neighborhood function works extremely well when the algorithm starts with an initial solution that has all zeros at the placement variables. This means that the penalized function undergoes extreme descending in the first iterations until the heavily penalized equality constraints (Equations 1 and 2) are satisfied. After that the convergence slows down. Based on the general form of SA, solutions that do not improve the objective function are only accepted if the random number generated is less than the acceptance probability. The acceptance probability is calculated from the difference between the objective values in the current and previous iterations, and the current iteration temperature [26] . Thus with adequate cooling temperature schedule, diversity in the new solutions will resume even after equality constraints are satisfied. The SA implementation for the DBSO model outperformed the GA implementation. The outperformance was observed in the speed of convergence and the quality of the output results. Figure 5 shows 30 different runs for the SA implementation. Elapsed time for each run was around 45.7 seconds.
The enhanced quality of the output answer can be clearly observed through the following points: 1) All results outperformed no swapping (direct) policy.
2) The increased occurrences in the "sweet area range". The occurrences in this area have risen up to be 43% of the total runs (in comparison to GA where it was 33%). 3) Additionally, there were two "lucky" runs where the objective function have dropped to 150~160 range. In these runs, SA is able to suffice with only one maintenance action through highly optimized swapping actions and high utilization of machines. The optimum schedule of the run is shown in Table 3 where the cost in this case was 156 (66.4% of savings in comparison to no swapping policy). 
No Swapping, Fixed Swapping and Optimal Swapping Policies
To compare the effectiveness of optimal swapping, three policies were investigated over the special problem mentioned above. In the direct (or no swapping) policy, the machines in the fleet are dedicated to one task/product throughout the plan horizon, where no swapping is allowed. The no swapping policy; used as a base line for savings estimation above; incorporates 4 reset actions and thus a total fixed cost of 464. Clearly, optimal swapping results from SA outperform the no swapping policy cost. Another policy that could be suggested is the fixed swapping policy. A prescribed swapping action can be chosen which can be purely rotational or intelligent. An example of purely rotational schedule is shown in Table 4 . The cost of the application of such policy is 428 resulting from 3 reset actions and 20 swapping actions. A different fixed swapping policy could be prescribed more intelligently. An example of that is the swapping of tasks between machines that have the highest and lowest current accumulative degradation. At each interval, the task/product assigned to the machine with highest degradation is assigned to the machine with lowest one, and vice versa; adopting some sort of adaptive scheduling. Table 5 gives the schedule of tasks based on such policy. The cost associated with the application of such policy is 248 resulting from 2 reset actions and 4 swapping actions. The intelligence in the policy; and for this special problem; allows it to approximate the performance of the optimal swapping policy in the sweet range area. However, this is the best result such policy can achieve, while the optimal swapping policy achieved better runs such as the one described in Table 5 . In the end, it can be concluded that swapping in general enhances utilization, and the more intelligent swapping becomes (rotational fixed → intelligent fixed → optimal), better results can be achieved. 
CONCLUSION
Fleets of identical machines producing different products or assuming different tasks are widely found in most manufacturing plants. Different product/tasks result in different degradations of the key tool in these machines. We presented in this paper a uniquely formulated resource allocation policy based on the degradation of the health states of the machines key tools, to be part of the maintenance planning for the fleet. The policy, denoted as Degradation Based Swapping Optimization (DBSO), utilizes machines on fleet level through a series of optimally chosen task/product swapping and maintenance (reset) actions. The policy takes advantage of the different degradation rates of the machines key tools within the fleet, based on the assigned task/product, to choose optimal assignments and hence optimal scheduling. A representative mathematical model with deterministic health states have been presented in this paper as well. The model captures both task swapping and reset actions in addition to tracking the degradation in the health states of the machines key tools. The minimization of the projected maintenance costs over a finite horizon was chosen as the objective function for the model. We presented also the optimization of the model using elitist genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) algorithm. SA was found to be more effective in arriving at optimal and near optimal solutions. Numerical results showed also that optimal swapping outperforms other policies such as no swapping, rotational fixed swapping, and intelligent fixed swapping.
FUTURE WORK
As the proposed model and method show very promising potential, the success in the application of SA algorithm declines with the increase of the number of decision variables. Therefore, future efforts will include the development of a more robust optimization algorithm, to effectively handle any DBSO problem. Additionally, the future direction of this research work will include incorporating uncertainties in the health state to further improve the effectiveness of the DBSO policy in terms of real applications.
